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Alertus Technologies Pioneers Solutions for Unified Mass Notification 

-- Alertus System Enhances Emergency Communications -- 
 

Beltsville, MD – During an emergency situation—such as an active shooter or severe weather 
event—even a few seconds of warning can save lives. To help prevent tragedy when a crisis 
strikes Alertus Technologies® has spent more than a decade engineering innovative emergency 
mass alert solutions for large-area, high-occupancy facilities. 

The Alertus Emergency Notification System is a comprehensive solution that can be 
implemented anywhere and activated quickly and effectively. Its seamless compatibility and 
integration with a wide variety of existing mass notification systems provides organizations a 
cost-effective way to enhance their emergency communications efforts. 	
 
“Multiple activation points and hard to reach areas are just a few of the challenges an 
organization can face when alerting a large populace during a potential crisis,” said Jason Volk, 
founder and CEO of Alertus Technologies. “The Alertus solution provides a cost-effective 
means to fill in any gaps in notification coverage and increase efficiency by leveraging an 
organization’s existing infrastructure and IT assets, and using a single activation point.” 
	
Volk began developing emergency mass alert systems in 2001 as a student at the University of 
Maryland after an F3 tornado ripped through the campus with no warning, killing two students 
and causing millions of dollars in damage. Alertus Technologies was officially founded in 2002.	
	
The Alertus System focuses on unified mass notification and in-building, outdoor, and personal 
notification and provides a wide array of emergency notification products. 
 
The company’s flagship product—the Alertus Alert Beacon®—is a wall-mounted device that can 
be installed almost anywhere and provides notification coverage where other systems may be 
impractical or cost-prohibitive. In the event of an emergency, the Alert Beacon produces bright 
flashes and loud sounds to capture the attention of building occupants at a distance and 
displays a custom message about the nature of the emergency and how to respond. 
 
Other products include Alertus Desktop™ Notification, Digital Signage Override, Text-to-Speech 
Interface Module for public address and giant outdoor speaker systems, Fire Alarm Control 
Panel Interface, VoIP Notification, Alertus Mobile App, panic buttons, and more. 	
	
The Alertus Emergency Notification System has been implemented worldwide by more than 
1,500 organizations including colleges and universities, K-12 schools, corporations, medical 
centers, military bases, and government organizations.  
 
The system is compliant with many mass notification codes and mandates, including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA), National Fire 
Alarm and Signaling Code (NFPA 72), and Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC). It also supports 
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FEMA’s Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) and is interoperable with the organization’s Integrated 
Public Alert Warning System (IPAWS). 
 
For more information, visit www.alertus.com. 
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About Alertus Technologies®	
Alertus Technologies is a pioneer and market leader of emergency mass notification systems 
for large-area, high occupancy facilities. Since 2002 Alertus has engineered groundbreaking 
solutions for unified mass notification, in-building notification, outdoor notification, and personal 
notification. Alertus solutions have been implemented worldwide by thousands of organizations 
in multiple industries for any number of emergency situations. www.alertus.com.	


